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If the dark matter particle has spin 0, only two types of WIMP-nucleon interaction can arise from
the non-relativistic reduction of renormalisable single-mediator models for dark matter-quark inter-
actions. Based on this crucial observation, we show that about 100 signal events at next generation
directional detection experiments can be enough to enable a 2σ rejection of the spin 0 dark matter
hypothesis in favour of alternative hypotheses where the dark matter particle has spin 1/2 or 1. In
this context directional sensitivity is crucial, since anisotropy patterns in the sphere of nuclear recoil
directions depend on the spin of the dark matter particle. For comparison, about 100 signal events
are expected in a CF4 detector operating at a pressure of 30 torr with an exposure of approximately
26,000 cubic-meter-detector days for WIMPs of 100 GeV mass and a WIMP-Fluorine scattering
cross-section of 0.25 pb. Comparable exposures are within reach of an array of cubic meter time
projection chamber detectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasingly accurate cosmological observations show
that our Universe’s energy budget is presently domi-
nated by dark energy and dark matter, representing 69%
and 26% of the total energy content, respectively [1]. In
the standard paradigm of modern Cosmology, the dark
matter component of the Universe is made of new hy-
pothetical particles which have so far escaped detec-
tion [2]. The detection of dark matter particles from
the Cosmos is arguably the most pressing question in
astroparticle physics today. If dark matter is made of
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs), the ex-
perimental technique known as direct detection will be
pivotal in this context. It searches for nuclear recoil
events induced by the scattering of Milky Way dark mat-
ter particles in low-background detectors. The field of
dark matter direct detection has progressed very rapidly
in recent years. The XENON1T experiment has recently
released its first data, setting the most stringent exclusion
limits on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scattering
cross-section, σSI, for WIMP masses above 10 GeV, with
a minimum of 7.7 × 10−47 cm2 for 35 GeV WIMPs at
90% confidence level [3]. This result improves previous
limits on σSI in the same WIMP mass range reported by
the LUX [4] and PANDAX-II [5] experiments. Substan-
tial progress has also been made in the search for light
WIMPs. CRESST-II [6] has been operating with an en-
ergy threshold for nuclear recoils of 307 eV, deriving the
most stringent limits on σSI in the WIMP mass region
below 1.8 GeV. In the mass range around 5 GeV, the
most stringent limits on σSI have been set by CDMS-
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lite [7]. Finally, the best direct-detection constraints on
spin-dependent WIMP-proton and WIMP-neutron scat-
tering cross-sections have been derived by PICO-60 [8]
and LUX [9], respectively.
In the next decade, complementary strategies will be
pursued in order to improve current detection methods,
and thus achieve the first WIMP direct detection. A first
strategy consists in increasing the target mass of current
detectors. Experiments that will focus on this strategy in-
clude XENONnT [10], LZ [11] and DARWIN [12]. These
experiments will operate in the coming years exploiting
multi-ton double phase Xenon detectors. A second strat-
egy consists in lowering the experimental energy thresh-
old in order to gain sensitivity to dark matter particles
in the sub-GeV mass range. This approach will be ex-
plored by, e.g., CRESST-III [13] and SuperCDMS [14]. A
third possibility is to focus on the time dependence of
the rate of nuclear recoil events at detector. For exam-
ple, an annual modulation in the rate of dark matter-
induced nuclear recoil events is expected because of the
inclination of the Earth’s orbit with respect to the galac-
tic plane. Furthermore, the Earth-crossing of WIMPs can
induce a distinctive daily modulation in the number of
signal events [15]. Anais [16], Cosinus [17], DM-Ice [18]
and Sabre [19], will explore this possibility with the goal
of validating or conclusively rule out the dark matter in-
terpretation of the DAMA modulation signal. This signal
is currently at odds with a variety of direct detection ex-
periments, despite its statistical significance being at the
9σ level, if standard assumptions regarding astro-, par-
ticle and nuclear physics are made [20] (see however [21]
for a critical reassessment of DAMA’s results). Finally,
a fourth strategy consists in developing detectors that
are sensitive to the direction of nuclear recoils induced
by the scattering of dark matter particles in gaseous tar-
get materials [22]. Efforts in developing detectors with
directional sensitivity are well-motivated, since the ex-
pected angular distribution of dark matter-induced nu-
clear recoil events is not isotropic, as the Earth’s mo-
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2tion selects a preferred direction in the sphere of re-
coil directions [23]. Among directional detection exper-
iments currently in a research and development stage
are DRIFT [24, 25], MIMAC [26, 27], DMTPC [28, 29],
NEWAGE [30, 31] and D3 [32]. Typically, diffuse gas
detectors and time projection chambers are used to re-
construct the nuclear recoil tracks, but alternative ap-
proaches are also considered. These include the use of
nuclear emulsions [33], dark matter-electron scattering
in crystals [34] and DNA detectors [35].
The purpose of this work is to show that directional de-
tectors can be used to constrain the dark matter particle
spin. Directional detectors can be used for “WIMP spin
model selection” as a result of recent theoretical develop-
ments that we now briefly review. Recoil energy spectra
and angular distributions expected at dark matter di-
rectional detectors have in the past been calculated for
two types of dark matter-nucleon interaction only: the
so-called spin-independent and spin-dependent interac-
tions. Recently, this calculation has been extended to
the full set of non-relativistic operators for dark matter-
nucleon interactions that are compatible with Galilean
invariance, and that are at most linear in the transverse
relative velocity operator [36, 37] – a framework also
known as non-relativistic effective theory of dark matter-
nucleon interactions [38–46]. For later convenience, the
sixteen Galilean invariant operators predicted by the ef-
fective theory of dark matter-nucleon interactions are
listed in Tab. I. The extension of the standard paradigm
based upon the canonical spin-independent and spin-
dependent interactions to the non-relativistic effective
theory of dark matter-nucleon interaction has led to
the discovery of new potentially important signatures
of particle dark matter. The most striking result found
in [36, 37] is that the angular distribution of nuclear re-
coil events generated by the interaction operators Oˆ5, Oˆ7,
Oˆ8, Oˆ13 and Oˆ14 in Tab. I has a maximum in rings cen-
tred around the direction of the Earth’s motion in the
galactic rest frame, v⊕. For the remaining interaction
operators in Tab. I, recoil events are mainly expected in
the direction opposite to v⊕. A second theoretical de-
velopment that we will exploit in the present analysis is
the recent systematic classification and characterisation
of the non-relativistic limit of so-called “simplified mod-
els” – single-mediator models for dark matter. In [47] it
has been shown that the Galilean invariant operators in
Tab. I arise from the non-relativistic reduction of renor-
malisable single-mediator models for dark matter-quark
interactions, although not all of them as leading opera-
tors [48, 49]. In particular, within the framework of [47]
it is possible to predict the subset of operators in Tab. I
that can be associated to a given dark matter particle
spin. As a result, the link between models in [47] and
non-relativistic operators in Tab. I establishes a corre-
spondence between dark matter spin and ring-like fea-
tures in the sphere of recoil directions. This correspon-
dence is the theoretical input that we propose to use to
constrain the WIMP spin.
Oˆ1 = 1χ1N
Oˆ3 = iSˆN ·
(
qˆ
mN
× vˆ⊥
)
1χ
Oˆ4 = Sˆχ · SˆN
Oˆ5 = iSˆχ ·
(
qˆ
mN
× vˆ⊥
)
1N
Oˆ6 =
(
Sˆχ · qˆmN
)(
SˆN · qˆmN
)
Oˆ7 = SˆN · vˆ⊥1χ
Oˆ8 = Sˆχ · vˆ⊥1N
Oˆ9 = iSˆχ ·
(
SˆN × qˆmN
)
Oˆ10 = iSˆN · qˆmN 1χ
Oˆ11 = iSˆχ · qˆmN 1N
Oˆ12 = Sˆχ ·
(
SˆN × vˆ⊥
)
Oˆ13 = i
(
Sˆχ · vˆ⊥
)(
SˆN · qˆmN
)
Oˆ14 = i
(
Sˆχ · qˆmN
)(
SˆN · vˆ⊥
)
Oˆ15 = −
(
Sˆχ · qˆmN
) [(
SˆN × vˆ⊥
)
· qˆ
mN
]
Oˆ17 = i qˆmN · S · vˆ
⊥1N
Oˆ18 = i qˆmN · S · SˆN
TABLE I. Quantum mechanical operators defining the non-
relativistic effective theory of dark matter-nucleon inter-
actions [38, 39]. The notation is the one introduced in
Sec. II. The operators Oˆ17 and Oˆ18 only arise for spin 1
WIMPs, and S is a symmetric combination of spin 1 WIMP
polarisation vectors [47].
The method for WIMP spin model selection that we
will develop in this work can in principle be applied to
arbitrary spin configurations. However, in this work we
will focus on the prospects for rejecting the spin 0 WIMP
hypothesis. In this case, our approach to WIMP spin
model selection can be illustrated as follows: the inter-
action operators Oˆ1 and Oˆ10 are the only ones that can
arise from the non-relativistic reduction of renormalisable
single-mediator models for spin 0 WIMPs [47]. Conse-
quently, rejecting the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis in favour
of other WIMP spin configurations is equivalent to reject-
ing the operators Oˆ1 and Oˆ10 in favour of other interac-
tions. Here we argue that directional detection experi-
ments can be used for this purpose. Indeed, Oˆ1 and Oˆ10
are characterised by angular distributions of nuclear re-
coil events which do not exhibit ring-like patterns. There-
fore, the rejection of Oˆ1 and Oˆ10 can be based upon the
search for ring-like features in the sphere of dark matter-
induced nuclear recoil events. In this work, we will show
that about 100 signal events at next generation direc-
tional detection experiments can be enough to enable a
2σ rejection of the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis in favour
of alternative hypotheses where the dark matter particle
has spin 1/2 or 1.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, we review
the framework used to model WIMP-quark and -nucleon
interactions. In Sec. III, we introduce our approach to
WIMP spin model selection, and explain how experimen-
3tal data on nuclear recoil energies and directions have
been simulated in order to validate our proposal. Sec. IV
is devoted to our results, while in Sec. V we summarise
and conclude.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this section we review the theoretical framework
introduced in [47] and used here to model the interac-
tions of dark matter with quarks and nucleons. In review-
ing [47], we show that if dark matter has spin 0, only
two types of WIMP-nucleon interaction can be gener-
ated in the non-relativistic limit of renormalisable single-
mediator models for dark matter-quark interactions. The
corresponding interaction operators are denoted by Oˆ1
and Oˆ10 in Tab. I. Because of this crucial property of
spin 0 dark matter, rejecting the hypothesis of a spin 0
WIMP is equivalent to rejecting Oˆ1 and Oˆ10 in favour
of alternative interaction operators. In contrast, if dark
matter has spin 1/2 or 1, a variety of WIMP-nucleon
interactions can arise, and rejecting these spin configura-
tions is generically more difficult. Interestingly, there are
WIMP-nucleon interactions that are specific to spin 1 or
spin 1/2 WIMPs, as we will see in Secs. II A and II B,
respectively.
A. Spin 1 dark matter
Spin 1 WIMPs can interact with quarks through the
exchange of spin 0, 1/2 or 1 particles. Here we focus on
the Lagrangian
L(1)int = −b6 ∂µ
(
Xµ†Xν +X†νX
µ
)
Gν − h3
∑
q
q¯γµqGµ ,
(1)
which describes possible interactions of a spin 1 WIMP,
Xµ, with the Standard Model quarks, q. Interactions are
mediated by the vector boson Gν . Model parameters are
the real coupling constants b6 and h3, and the dark mat-
ter and mediator mass, mX and mG, respectively. The
cross-section for WIMP-nucleus scattering can be com-
puted from the WIMP-nucleon scattering amplitude. In
the non-relativistic limit, Eq. (1) predicts the following
amplitude for WIMP-nucleon scattering
M(1)NR = −
3h3b6
m2G
mN
mX
[
Sˆr
′r
X ·
(
iq
mN
× v⊥
)
ξs
′†1Nξs
+
(
q
mN
· Sˆr′rX
)(
q
mN
· ξs′†SˆNξs
)
− q
2
m2N
Sˆr
′r
X · ξs
′†SˆNξs
]
, (2)
where (Sˆr
′r
X )k ≡ 〈r′|(SˆX)k|r〉 = −iijk εr
′∗
i ε
r
j , (SˆX)k,
k = 1, 2, 3, is the k-th component of the dark matter par-
ticle spin operator, the kets |r〉 and |r′〉 represent initial
and final polarisation states, respectively, and εrj = δ
r
j ,
r = 1, 2, 3 are polarisation vectors. Two-component Pauli
spinors are denoted by ξs, whereas the matrices 1N and
SˆN = σ/2 are the 2 × 2 identity and nucleon spin op-
erator, respectively. Here the vector σ represents the
three Pauli matrices and mN is the nucleon mass. Fi-
nally, q = k− k′ is the momentum transferred, k and k′
are initial and final nucleon three-momenta, and v⊥ is the
WIMP-nucleon transverse relative velocity. By construc-
tion, v⊥ · q = 0 [39]. Eq. (1) implies isoscalar WIMP-
nucleon interactions, i.e. the same coupling to protons
and neutrons. In the first order Born approximation,
M(1)NR is also given by
M(1)NR = −〈N(k′, s′)| V(1)r′r |N(k, s)〉 , (3)
where |N(k, s)〉 represents a single-nucleon state and V(1)r′r
is the non-relativistic quantum mechanical potential
V(1)r′r =
3h3b6
m2G
mN
mX
[
Sˆr
′r
X ·
(
iqˆ
mN
× vˆ⊥
)
1N
+
(
iqˆ
mN
· Sˆr′rX
)(
iqˆ
mN
· SˆN
)
− q
2
m2N
Sˆr
′r
X · SˆN
]
. (4)
In Eq. (4), qˆ and vˆ⊥ are Hermitian and Galilean invariant
operators acting on single-nucleon states |N(k, s)〉. Intro-
ducing the notation: Oˆ4 = SˆX · SˆN , Oˆ5 = SˆX · (iqˆ/mN ×
vˆ⊥)1N , and Oˆ6 = (SˆX · iqˆ/mN )(SˆN · iqˆ/mN ), the po-
tential V(1)rr′ in Eq. (4) can be rewritten in the notation
of [50]. Neglecting two-nucleon currents, the amplitude
for WIMP-nucleus scattering is given by
M(1)NR;A = −
A∑
j=1
∫
dr e−iq·r 〈 f | V(1)r′r (j) | i 〉 , (5)
where A is the nucleus mass number, r the WIMP-
nucleus centre of mass relative distance, and | i 〉 and | f 〉
initial and final nuclear state, respectively. In Eq. (5),
the j-th nucleon contributes to the amplitude M(1)NR;A
through the potential V(1)r′r (j), which is equal to V(1)r′r
but with SN and 1N now defined in the j-th nucleon
spin space, and with qˆ and v⊥ decomposed into a term
acting on the nucleus centre of mass coordinates and a
term acting on the internal nucleon coordinates [50]. Cor-
rections to the WIMP-nucleus scattering amplitude due
to two-nucleon currents have only been computed for
spin 1/2 dark matter, and for selected nuclear cur-
rents [51]. In this case, it has been found that two-nucleon
currents can be important in the low-momentum trans-
fer limit. Specifically, for odd-neutron (odd-proton) nu-
clei, two-nucleon currents can significantly increase the
WIMP-proton (WIMP-neutron) scattering cross-section,
because of strong interactions between nucleons arising
from meson exchange [49]. To extend these calculations
4to arbitrary WIMP spins and nuclear currents goes be-
yond the scope of the present work. Finally, the differ-
ential cross-section for WIMP-nucleus scattering is given
by
dσ(1)
dER
=
2mA
12piv2(2J + 1)
∑
spins
∣∣M(1)NR;A∣∣2 , (6)
where J and mA are the spin and mass of the target
nucleus, respectively, ER is the nuclear recoil energy,
and the sum runs over initial and final spin/polarisation
states. In the numerical applications, |M(1)NR;A|2 is ex-
panded in nuclear response functions which are quadratic
in matrix elements of nuclear charges and currents, as
shown in [50]. Notice that the interaction operator Oˆ5,
i.e. the first term in Eq. (3), gives the leading contribu-
tion to Eq. (6). Eq. (1) is the only renormalisable single-
mediator Lagrangian that can generate Oˆ5 as a leading
operator in the non-relativistic limit. Therefore, the in-
teraction operator Oˆ5 is specific to spin 1 WIMPs. We
will refer to a scenario where dark matter has spin 1 and
the potential responsible for WIMP-nucleon interactions
is V(1)r′r = c5〈r′|Oˆ5|r〉, c5 ∈ R, as “WIMP spin hypothesis
H s=15 ”.
B. Spin 1/2 dark matter
Spin 1/2 WIMPs can interact with quarks through the
exchange of spin 0 and spin 1 mediators only. Spin 1/2
mediators are not allowed by Lorentz invariance. Here we
focus on the interaction Lagrangian
L(1/2)int = −λ3 χ¯γµχGµ − h4
∑
q
q¯γµγ5qGµ , (7)
which describes the interactions of a WIMP χ of spin
1/2 and mass mχ. The mediator is a spin 1 particle Gν
of mass mG, and h4,λ3 ∈ R. From Eq. (7) one obtains
the non-relativistic potential
V(1/2)r′r =
2∆h4λ3
m2G
(
ηr
′†Oˆ7ηr − mN
mχ
ηr
′†Oˆ9ηr
)
, (8)
where ∆ = 0.33 [47], ηr and ηr
′† are two-component
Pauli spinors for the spin 1/2 WIMP χ, Oˆ7 = SˆN · vˆ⊥1χ,
Oˆ9 = Sˆχ · (SˆN × iqˆ/mN ), 1χ denotes the identity in
the χ spin space, and Sˆχ = σ/2 is the χ spin opera-
tor. The potential V(1/2)r′r allows to calculate the ampli-
tude for WIMP-nucleus scattering, M(1/2)NR;A, through an
equation analogous to Eq. (5). The WIMP-nucleus scat-
tering cross-section is now given by
dσ(1/2)
dER
=
2mA
8piv2(2J + 1)
∑
spins
∣∣M(1/2)NR;A∣∣2 . (9)
Eq. (7) is the only renormalisable single-mediator La-
grangian that can generate Oˆ7. Numerically we find that
Oˆ7 is the leading operator in Eq. (9) in the dark mat-
ter particle mass range around 50 GeV. We will refer
to a scenario where dark matter has spin 1/2 and the
potential responsible for WIMP-nucleon interactions is
V(1/2)r′r = c7 ηr
′†Oˆ7ηr, c7 ∈ R, as “WIMP spin hypothesis
H
s=1/2
7 ”.
C. Spin 0 dark matter
The most general renormalisable Lagrangian for scalar
mediation of spin 0 WIMP interactions with quarks is
given by
L(0)int;φ = −g1mSS†Sφ−
g2
2
S†Sφ2 − h1q¯qφ− ih2q¯γ5qφ
− λS
2
(S†S)2 − mφµ1
3
φ3 − µ2
4
φ4 , (10)
where S is a complex scalar field describing a stable spin
0 WIMP and φ is a real scalar mediating the WIMP-
quark interaction. The coupling constants g1, g2, h1, h2,
λS , µ1 and µ2 are assumed to be real. We denote by mS
and mφ the dark matter particle and mediator mass, re-
spectively. The most general renormalisable Lagrangian
for vector mediation of spin 0 WIMP interactions with
quarks is given by
L(0)int;Gν = −
g3
2
S†SGµGµ − ig4(S†∂µS − ∂µS†S)Gµ
− h3(q¯γµq)Gµ − h4(q¯γµγ5q)Gµ
− λS
2
(S†S)2 − λG
4
(GµG
µ)2 , (11)
where the notation is the same as above, but now the
WIMP-quark interaction is mediated by a vector field
Gµ of mass mG. The coupling constants g3, g4, h3, h4
and λG are assumed to be real.
Despite the variety of terms appearing in Eqs. (10)
and (11), in the non-relativistic limit only two WIMP-
nucleon interaction operators can arise if dark matter
has spin 0. The scattering of spin 0 WIMPs by free nu-
cleons is therefore fully characterised by the following
non-relativistic potential
V(0) =
(
c1 Oˆ1 + c10 Oˆ10
)
, (12)
where Oˆ1 = 1χ1N and Oˆ10 = iqˆ/mN · SˆN1χ. For spin
0 dark matter, 1χ is simply equal to 1. The differential
cross-section for WIMP-nucleus scattering is now given
by
dσ(0)
dER
=
2mA
4piv2(2J + 1)
∑
spins
∣∣M(0)NR;A|2 (13)
where the amplitudeM(0)NR;A is obtained by inserting the
potential V(0) into an equation analogous to Eq. (5). The
5Hypothesis WIMP spin Interaction operator
H s=01 0 Oˆ1
H s=010 0 Oˆ10
H s=1/27 1/2 Oˆ7
H s=15 1 Oˆ5
TABLE II. Summary of the four WIMP spin hypotheses con-
sidered in this work.
coupling constants c1 and c10 in Eq. (12) can be ex-
pressed in terms of the coupling constants in Eqs. (10)
and (11). We will refer to a scenario where dark mat-
ter has spin 0 and the potential responsible for WIMP-
nucleon interactions is the one in Eq. (12) as “WIMP
spin hypothesis H s=01 ”, if c10 = 0, and as “WIMP spin
hypothesis H s=010 ”, if c1 = 0. For simplicity, in this in-
vestigation we will neglect the case where c1 6= 0 and
c10 6= 0 simultaneously. For later convenience, the four
WIMP spin hypotheses introduced in this section are
summarised in Tab. II.
D. Directional detection
In this section we briefly review the basic concepts of
directional dark matter detection, linking the differential
cross-section for WIMP-nucleus scattering to the observ-
able rate of nuclear recoil events.
The angular distribution of WIMP-induced nuclear
recoils in low-background detectors is expected to be
anisotropic. Anisotropies are expected since WIMPs pref-
erentially reach the Earth from a direction opposite to
Earth’s motion in the galactic rest frame [23]. Dark mat-
ter directional detectors have been designed to search for
anisotropy patterns in the sphere of nuclear recoil direc-
tions. The double differential rate of nuclear recoil events
per unit detector mass is given by
d2R
dER dΩ
= κχ
∫
d3v δ(v ·w − wq) f(v + v⊕(t))v2 dσ
dER
(14)
for (wq + |v⊕| cos θ) < vesc and zero otherwise. In
Eq. (14), κχ = ρχ/(2pimχmA), ρχ ' 0.4 GeV cm−3 is the
local dark matter density [52], w is a unit vector pointing
toward the direction of nuclear recoil, wq = q/(2µχA) is
the minimum velocity |v| = v accessible in the scatter-
ing, mA is the target nucleus mass, and v⊕(t) is the time-
dependent Earth’s velocity in the galactic rest frame. For
the differential cross-section dσ/dER, we use Eqs. (6),
(9) or (13), depending on the WIMP spin. Assum-
ing azimuthal symmetry around the direction of v⊕(t),
dΩ = 2pidcos θ. The angle θ is measured with respect to
v⊕(t). For the velocity distribution of WIMPs in the halo,
f(v + v⊕(t)), we assume a Gaussian function truncated
at the escape velocity vesc = 533 km s
−1. We set the lo-
cal standard of rest velocity to 220 km s−1 [53, 54]. In
the simulations of Sec. III, we focus on hypothetical de-
tectors made of CF4, and use nuclear response functions
computed in [44]. Integrating Eq. (14) over all recoil di-
rections, we find the normalised nuclear recoil energy
spectrum
P(ER) = 2piN
∫
| cos θ|<1
dcos θ
(
d2R
dER dΩ
)
. (15)
The constant N is defined by
∫ Emax
Eth
dER P(ER) = 1,
where Emax = 50 keV and Eth is the energy thresh-
old. Integrating Eq. (14) between Eth and 50 keV, we
obtain the angular distribution of nuclear recoils
Q(cos θ) = 2piN
∫ Emax
Eth
dER
(
d2R
dER dΩ
)
. (16)
For the threshold Eth we consider the benchmark values
5 keV and 20 keV.
Eq. (16) peaks at cos θ = −1 or at cos θ > −1, de-
pending on whether dσ/dER ∝ 1/v2 or it scales with v
differently [36, 37]. In the latter case, ring-like features
in the sphere of nuclear recoil directions are expected. If
dark matter has spin 0, dσ(0)/dER ∝ 1/v2, and no rings
are expected. This information can be used to reject the
spin 0 WIMP hypothesis in favour of alternative WIMP
spin values. It is important to stress that in this work we
focus on ring-like features inQ(cos θ), and not in the dou-
ble differential rate d2R/dER dΩ. Ring-like features in
d2R/dER dΩ have been identified previously in an anal-
ysis of the Oˆ1 operator [55] or of inelastic exothermic
dark matter [56]. However, such rings in d2R/dER dΩ
cancel out after integrating over a sufficiently large en-
ergy bin, as it is shown below in the left panel of Fig. 1,
and are therefore not relevant in the context of WIMP
spin model selection.
III. WIMP SPIN MODEL SELECTION
We now introduce our approach to WIMP spin model
selection. Our approach relies on the framework intro-
duced in Sec. II and on the hypothetical detection of
nuclear recoil events at future directional detection ex-
periments.
A. Methodology
Our approach to WIMP spin model selection consists
of two stages. In a first stage, we identify the WIMP-
nucleon interaction operators that can be generated –
for a given WIMP spin value – in the non-relativistic
limit of renormalisable single-mediator models for dark
matter-quark interactions. In a second stage, we simulate
and analyse data of directional detection experiments to
assess whether the identified interactions, and therefore
the assumed WIMP spin value, can be rejected in favour
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FIG. 1. Left panel. Normalised angular distribution of signal events as a function of the nuclear recoil direction for selected
WIMP-nucleon interactions. For spin 0 WIMPs, most of the nuclear recoils are expected at cos θ = −1, i.e., in a direction
opposite to the Earth’s motion in the galactic rest frame. For WIMP-nucleon interactions specific to spin 1 or spin 1/2 dark
matter, most of the nuclear recoil events are expected in rings around cos θ = −1. Right panel. Normalised energy spectrum
of signal events as a function of the nuclear recoil energy for selected WIMP-nucleon interactions.
of an alternative hypothesis. In so doing, we also quantify
the statistical significance of the rejection.
In this work we focus on the prospects for rejecting
the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis, leaving the case of higher
WIMP spin values for future studies. As already men-
tioned in Sec. II, Oˆ1 and Oˆ10 are the only operators
that can arise from the non-relativistic limit of renor-
malisable theories for spin 0 dark matter. Therefore, re-
jecting the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis is equivalent to re-
jecting the interaction operators Oˆ1 and Oˆ10 in favour
of alternative interactions. Alternative interactions con-
sidered in the present work are Oˆ5, which is specific to
spin 1 dark matter, and Oˆ7, which can only arise from
renormalisable spin 1/2 WIMP models. The purpose of
this work is therefore to compare nuclear recoil energy
spectra and angular distributions generated by Oˆ1, Oˆ10
and Oˆ7 (Oˆ5) with data from next generation directional
detection experiments, and through this comparison as-
sess under which conditions the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis
can be rejected in favour of the alternative spin 1/2 (1)
WIMP hypothesis.
The feasibility of our method is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The left panel shows the normalised angular dis-
tribution of recoil events, Q(cos θ), for selected WIMP-
nucleon interactions. Q(cos θ) significantly depends on
the dark matter particle spin. If WIMPs have spin 0,
most of the nuclear recoils are expected at cos θ = −1,
i.e., in a direction opposite to the Earth’s motion in the
galactic rest frame. In contrast, for WIMP-nucleon in-
teractions specific to spin 1 or spin 1/2 dark matter,
such as for example the interactions Oˆ5 and Oˆ7, most
of the nuclear recoil events are expected in rings around
cos θ = −1. Therefore, the search for ring-like features in
the sphere of nuclear recoil directions can be used as a
tool to reject the hypothesis of spin 0 dark matter. The
right panel in Fig. 1 shows the normalised energy spec-
trum P(ER) of selected WIMP-nucleon interactions. The
energy spectra of the operators Oˆ1 and Oˆ7 have similar
shapes. The same is true for the energy spectra of the
operators Oˆ5 and Oˆ10.
B. Simulations
For simplicity, from now onwards we adopt the no-
tation introduced in Sec. II, Tab. II, when referring to
model hypotheses.
In order to validate the method for WIMP spin model
selection that we have proposed in Sec. III A, and assess
the prospects for rejecting the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis
with directional detectors, we use simulated data. Data
are separately simulated under the hypotheses that we
would like to reject, H s=01 and H
s=0
10 , and under the
alternative hypotheses H s=15 and H
s=1/2
7 . In each sim-
ulation, the WIMP mass is set to mχ = 100 GeV,
and the coupling constants c1, c10, c5 or c7 to the
constant c. The constant c is fixed by the requirement
7FIG. 2. Mollweide projection of 1000 nuclear recoil events simulated under the H s=15 (left panel) and H
s=1/2
7 (right panel)
hypotheses. The sphere of nuclear recoil direction has been discretised according to HEALPix’s pixelization scheme. In the
simulation we have assumed Npix = 768 pixels. The color code follows the number of recoil events per pixel.
Nth(mχ, c) = NS, where NS is the desired number of
signal events, and Nth the corresponding theoretical ex-
pectation (calculable from P(ER) in Eq. (15)). The total
number of expected nuclear recoil events, NT, is given
by NT = NS + NB, where NB is the expected number
of background events. In the numerical calculations, we
assume NB = 5 background events uniformly distributed
in energy and nuclear recoil directions [57]. Finally, the
dark matter particle spin is set to 0, 1/2 or 1, depend-
ing on whether data are simulated under the hypothesis
H s=01 and H
s=0
10 , H
s=1/2
7 or H
s=1
5 , respectively. Hav-
ing fixed the model parameters as explained above, nu-
clear recoil energies and directions are sampled as ex-
plained below. The nuclear recoil energy interval (Eth –
50) keV is divided in Nbins = 3 bins of equal size. The
observed number of events in the j-th energy bin, mj ,
is sampled from a Poisson distribution of mean equal to
the number of expected events in that bin, MT,j . Sig-
nal and background events contribute to MT,j . For sim-
plicity, here we assume perfect energy resolution. The
sphere of nuclear recoil directions is discretised accord-
ing to HEALPix’s pixelization scheme [58]. We assume
Npix = 768 pixels, corresponding to an angular resolu-
tion of about 15◦ (FWHM) [57]. The observed number
of nuclear recoils in the i-th pixel, ni, is sampled from
a Poisson distribution of mean equal to the number of
expected nuclear recoils in that pixel, NT,i. Signal and
background events contribute to NT,i. As an illustra-
tive example of our simulations, the Mollweide projection
of 1000 nuclear recoil events simulated under the H s=15
(H
s=1/2
7 ) hypothesis is reported in left (right) panel of
Fig 2.
C. Analysis
Our goal is to calculate the statistical significance with
which the hypotheses H s=01 and H
s=0
10 can be rejected
when nuclear recoil energies and directions are gener-
ated under H s=15 or H
s=1/2
7 . We express the statis-
tical significance of the rejection in terms of p-values,
and present results as a function of the number of sig-
nal events NS . When H s=01 and H
s=0
10 can be rejected
with a given statistical significance, the spin 0 WIMP
hypothesis can be rejected with the same statistical sig-
nificance. Our calculations are based upon the following
test statistics
q0 = −2 ln
[
L (d | Θ̂B ,HB)
L (d | Θ̂A,HA)
]
, (17)
where L is the Likelihood function of the simulated data
d, ΘA = (mχ, cA) and ΘB = (mχ, cB) are the dark
matter particle mass and coupling constants character-
ising the hypotheses HA and HB , respectively, and Θ̂A
(Θ̂B) is the value of ΘA (ΘB) that maximises the Like-
lihood L when fitting the data d under the hypothesis
HA (HB). Specifically, here we are interested in the four
scenarios:
1. HA =H s=15 , HB =H
s=0
1 ;
2. HA =H s=15 , HB =H
s=0
10 ;
3. HA =H
s=1/2
7 , HB =H
s=0
1 ;
4. HA =H
s=1/2
7 , HB =H
s=0
10 .
Accordingly, the coupling constants cA and cB in Eq. (17)
can be c1, c10, c5 or c7, depending on the scenario in
analysis. For L , we assume the product of Poisson dis-
tributions
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FIG. 3. Probability density functions times NS : NSf(q0|dH s=01 ) in left panel and NSf(q0|dH s=010 ) in the right panel. Histograms
have been obtained from 10000 pseudo-experiments characterised by NS = 1000 andHA =H
s=1/2
7 . Nuclear recoil energies and
directions have been simulated as explained in Sec. III. For illustrative purposes, a fitting distribution has been superimposed
to the histograms.
L (d |Θ,H ) =
Npix∏
i=1
Nbins∏
j=1
NT,i(Θ,H )ni(d)
ni(d)!
MT,j(Θ,H )mj(d)
mj(d)!
e−[NT,i(Θ,H )+MT,j(Θ,H )] , (18)
where the pair (Θ,H ) can be one of the four combina-
tions listed above.
Given the test statistics in Eq. (17), the statistical sig-
nificance with which H s=01 and H
s=0
10 can be rejected is
computed as follows. For each value of NS that we con-
sider, we simulate 1000 pseudo-experiments under the
hypothesis HA, i.e. H s=15 or H
s=1/2
7 . We then con-
struct the probability density function (PDF) of q0 un-
der HA, f(q0|dHA), and calculate the associated me-
dian, qmed. qmed represents the “typical” value of q0 when
WIMPs interacts according to HA. Subsequently, we
simulate 10000 pseudo-experiments under the hypothe-
sis HB , i.e. H s=01 or H
s=0
10 . From these simulations we
obtain the PDF of q0 under HB , f(q0|dHB ), and calcu-
late the associated p-value:
p =
∫ ∞
qmed
dq0 f(q0|dHB ) . (19)
The p-value in Eq. (19) is our measure of the statistical
significance with which the hypothesesH s=01 andH
s=0
10
can be rejected as a function of NS . For NS = 1000 and
HA =H
s=1/2
7 , the PDFs f(q0|dH s=01 ) and f(q0|dH s=010 )
are reported in the left and right panels of Fig. 3, respec-
tively.
IV. RESULTS
From Eq. (19), we now calculate as a function of NS
the p-values corresponding to the four already mentioned
scenarios:
1. HA =H s=15 , HB =H
s=0
1 ;
2. HA =H s=15 , HB =H
s=0
10 ;
3. HA =H
s=1/2
7 , HB =H
s=0
1 ;
4. HA =H
s=1/2
7 , HB =H
s=0
10 .
Through this calculation, we quantitatively assess the
prospects for rejecting the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis at
next generation directional detection experiments. Our
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FIG. 4. Statistical significance with which nuclear recoil energies and directions, d, simulated under the hypothesis H s=15 (left
panel) andH s=1/27 (right panel) allow to reject the hypothesesH
s=0
1 (blue curve) andH
s=0
10 (green curve) as a function of the
number of signal events NS . For values of NS such that both H
s=0
1 and H
s=0
10 can be rejected, the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis
can also be rejected. To each curve in the figure, we have associated shaded binomial error bands, i.e. ∆p =
√
p(1− p)/N , with
N = 10000.
default choices for energy threshold and dark matter par-
ticle mass are Eth = 20 keV and mχ = 100 GeV, respec-
tively. A lower energy threshold, i.e. Eth = 5 keV, is
considered in Sec. IV C.
A. Spin 1 vs. spin 0 hypothesis
In this first application of our method for WIMP spin
model selection, we aim at rejecting the spin 0 WIMP
hypothesis in favour of the alternative hypothesis HA =
H s=15 , according to which dark matter has spin 1 and in-
teracts with nucleons through the operator Oˆ5. By simu-
lating nuclear recoil energies and directions as explained
in Sec. III B, we derive the PDFs of the test statistics
q0 in Eq. (17) under the hypothesis HA = H s=15 , and
HB =H s=01 or HB =H
s=0
10 . From the former PDF we
obtain qmed, from the latter one we calculate the p-value
of the alternative hypothesis HA = H s=15 as a function
of the number of signal events NS using Eq. (19). To
each p-value that we obtain in this manner, we associate
the corresponding statistical significance Z = Φ−1(1−p)
expressed in units of the standard deviation σ of a ficti-
tious Gaussian distribution Φ [59]. Results for this calcu-
lation are reported in the left panel of Fig. 4. This figure
shows the p-value and associated statistical significance
of the alternative hypothesis HA = H s=15 as a function
of the number of signal events NS . The blue curve cor-
responds to the case HB = H s=01 , whereas the green
curve has been obtained forHB =H s=010 . A 2σ rejection
of theH s=01 hypothesis requires about 150 signal events,
whereas about 250 signal events are needed in order to re-
ject the hypothesis H s=010 at the same level of statistical
significance. From the results reported in this section, we
conclude that, if Eth = 20 keV, about 250 signal events
are needed in order to reject the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis
with a statistical significance of 2σ.
B. Spin 1/2 vs. spin 0 hypothesis
In this subsection, we aim at rejecting the spin 0
WIMP hypothesis in favour of the alternative hypoth-
esis HA =H
s=1/2
7 , according to which dark matter has
spin 1/2 and interacts with nucleons through the opera-
tor Oˆ7. Following the same procedure already illustrated
in Sec. III C, we compute the p-value and associated sta-
tistical significance of the hypothesisH
s=1/2
7 , separately
considering HB = H s=01 and HB = H
s=0
10 . The right
panel in Fig. 4 shows the p-values obtained from this
calculation as a function of the number of signal events,
NS . As for the left panel in the same figure, the blue
curve corresponds to the case HB =H s=01 , whereas the
green curve has been obtained for HB = H s=010 . Also
in this case, the y-axis reports the number of standard
deviations, σ, associated with a given p-value. A 2σ re-
jection of the H s=01 hypothesis requires about 150 sig-
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FIG. 5. Same as for Fig. 4, but now with Eth = 5 keV instead of Eth = 20 keV.
nal events. At the same time, about 30 signal events are
needed in order to reject the hypothesis H s=010 at the
same level of statistical significance. Compared to the
case HA = H s=15 , less signal events are needed in or-
der to reject the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis in favour of
the alternative hypothesis HA = H
s=1/2
7 . This result
is expected, and related to the shape of Q(cos θ), which
peaks at values of cos θ significantly different from -1 for
HA =H
s=1/2
7 .
C. Lowering the energy threshold
Results presented in the previous subsections assume
Eth = 20 keV. Because of this relatively large energy
threshold, energy information played a secondary role in
the previous analyses, as one can also see from the right
panel in Fig. 1. In this subsection, we recalculate the
p-values reported in Fig. 4, now with the lower energy
threshold, Eth = 5 keV. Performing WIMP spin model
selection, a lower threshold energy allows to exploit dif-
ferences in the recoil energy spectra that are highlighted
in the right panel of Fig. 1. Results of our low-threshold
analysis are reported in Fig. 5. By lowering the energy
threshold and accounting for energy information, we find
a significant decrease in the p-value, which implies a more
effective rejection of the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis. For
instance, when data are generated under the H
s=1/2
7
hypothesis, a 2σ rejection of the H s=01 hypothesis re-
quires NS '100, and NS '10 signal events are needed
in order to reject the hypothesis H s=010 with a statistical
significance at the 2σ level. At the same time, when data
are generated under the H s=15 hypothesis, a 2σ rejec-
tion of the H s=01 (H
s=0
10 ) hypothesis requires NS '25
(NS '150).
V. CONCLUSION
We have computed the number of signal events needed
to reject the hypothesis of spin 0 WIMP at next gen-
eration directional detection experiments exploiting CF4
as a target material. Assuming an energy threshold of 5
keV, we have found that about 100 nuclear recoils will be
enough to enable a 2σ rejection of the spin 0 dark mat-
ter hypothesis in favour of alternative hypotheses where
dark matter has spin 1 or 1/2. For comparison, about
100 signal events are expected in a CF4 detector operat-
ing at a pressure of 30 torr with an exposure of approx-
imately 26,000 cubic-meter-detector days for WIMPs of
100 GeV mass and a WIMP-Fluorine scattering cross-
section of 0.25 pb. Interestingly, the DMTPC collabo-
ration has shown that comparable exposures are within
reach of an array of cubic meter TPC detectors. [60]. Our
results are based upon the following considerations. If the
dark matter particle has spin 0, only the operators Oˆ1
and Oˆ10 can arise from the non-relativistic reduction of
renormalisable single-mediator models for dark matter-
quark interactions. The operators Oˆ1 and Oˆ10 generate
angular distributions of nuclear recoil events at direc-
tional detection experiments that have a maximum in the
direction antiparallel to the Earth’s motion in the galac-
tic rest frame. In contrast, interaction operators specific
to spin 1 and spin 1/2 dark matter can generate angular
11
distributions of nuclear recoil events that peak in rings
centred around the direction of the Earth’s motion. Fol-
lowing [50], we have denoted these interaction operators
by Oˆ5 and Oˆ7, respectively. Here we have shown that
ring-like features in the sphere of nuclear recoil directions
are potentially observable at next generation directional
detection experiments, and can therefore be used to re-
ject the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis.
For completeness, we also provide examples of scenar-
ios in which our method for WIMP spin model selection
cannot be applied. In this context, we would like to stress
that the operators Oˆ1 and Oˆ10 can also be generated if
dark matter has spin 1/2 or 1 [47]. Therefore, if dark
matter has spin different from zero and interacts with
nucleons through the operators Oˆ1 and Oˆ10, rejecting
the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis on the basis of directional
detection experiments alone is not possible. Furthermore,
if dark matter has spin different from zero and interacts
with nucleons through the operators Oˆ4, Oˆ6, Oˆ9, Oˆ11 no
ring-like features are expected in the sphere of nuclear
recoils [36, 37]. Therefore, rejecting the interactions Oˆ1
and Oˆ10, i.e. the spin 0 WIMP hypothesis, would require
comparing different spin hypotheses based on energy in-
formation only, which might in turn require very large ex-
posures. Finally, operator evolution might quantitatively
affect our conclusions. For example, it could generate the
operator Oˆ1 as the leading operator in models where only
Oˆ10 is predicted at tree-level [61, 62]. However, since our
method for WIMP spin model selection is based upon
simultaneously rejecting Oˆ1 and Oˆ10, in these cases op-
erator evolution would not qualitatively change our con-
clusions.
Let us also comment on the generality of the proposed
method for WIMP spin model selection. Here we have
simulated data on nuclear recoil events assuming Oˆ5 and
Oˆ7 as underlying interactions. Since the operators Oˆ8,
Oˆ13 and Oˆ14 give rise to similar ring-like features in
the sphere of nuclear recoil directions [36, 37], the re-
sults found in this work also qualitatively apply to the
case of spin 1/2 or 1 WIMPs interacting with nucleons
through one of the three interaction operators mentioned
above. Finally, we briefly comment on the applicability of
the proposed method to the rejection of other WIMP spin
values. For spin 1/2 or 1 WIMPs, a variety of WIMP-
nucleon interaction operators can arise from the non-
relativistic reduction of renormalisable single-mediator
models for dark matter-quark interactions [47]. There-
fore, rejecting the spin 1/2 or 1 WIMP hypothesis ap-
pears to be a more difficult task, although in principle
possible to address within the systematic approach pre-
sented in this work.
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